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KnowKnow
About US!About US!

Our firm is built on value and trust. How we work with our clients is
as important as what we do for them. We take client service
seriously. Our client's priorities drive our business focus to ensure
their needs are met. We advocate on their behalf. Our solutions
enable companies to substantially reduce costs to improve margins
and conserve time. We help businesses become more scalable,
ramp more efficiently, and get to market faster. 

Technonix growth through creativity and innovation will be driven
by diversity. Our commitment to ongoing globalization is reflected
in a determination to enrich management with people offering
diverse perspectives. 

We make it possible for our clients to focus their efforts and
investments on other priority deliverables. Our flexible approach,
dedication to quality, and experienced team make outsourcing
easy and predictable.  

When you look deep, you’ll find an operations management with a
different kind of approach. 
When you look deeper, you’ll find Technonix(Tx). 

www.technonix.co.in

®
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www.technonix.co.in

Why Tx?
Technonix is in charge of ensuring that the application is built according to the plan. We follow Six
Sigma methodology to manage process variations that cause defects and to systematically work
towards managing variation to eliminate those defects. 

Setting up standard quality
measures on clients business
objectives with shared
responsibility 

Develop a robust model and
mobilize quality
analytics/intelligence for the
networks within these
organizations. 

Create clear standards and
measurements, E.g.
"Dashboard measurements".
Which provide quality status
information clearly and
quickly. 

Make use of existing process
measures and checkpoints
wherever possible rather than
introduce new measures. 

Do not limit interventions to
identifying failures to meet
standards; require corrective
action plans based on root
cause analysis. 

Focus on correcting the
process that contributed to
failure rather than installing
short-term fixes to problems. 

®
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App Development 

UI/UX 

Digital Marketing 

Cloud Services 

Support 

                WE AREWE ARE  
OFFERINGOFFERING

                              FUTURISTIC FUTURISTIC 
SERVICESSERVICES

We have successfully delivered lot of
projects covering a wide range of

industries from simple websites to
complete e-commerce platforms and

powerful bespoke, business critical
web applications. Our procedures

are designed to provide a structured
process which is simple, supportive,

informative.

www.technonix.co.in
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Technonix – a cloud player 
Enriching the technology by Empowering the solution. 

"When ever you find
yourself on the side of
the majority, it is time
to pause and reflect. "

- Mark Twain 

Technonix offers Cloud Computing in a process of
delivering/enabling scalable, expandable and almost perfectly
elastic software services using internet technologies. It is a
method of delivering Software as a Service (SaaS) & Platform as a
Service(PaaS) delivered in a pay per use basis. It provides self
service capabilities to users with scalable features to increase
usage on requirement. 

By adopting standardized processes,
common tools and shared work
environments, agencies can accelerate
application delivery, improve productivity
and enhance quality—making application
development repeatable and scalable.
Increasingly, emerging techniques, such as
cloud-based environments and automated
testing, are being used to reduce
development costs dramatically. 

www.technonix.co.in
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Tx
Cloud
Services 

C L O U D   C O N S U L T I N G  

Enterpr ise c loud strategy.  

Detai led assessment for  basel ine across infra ,

Apps & Functions.  

Target  state def in it ion and Roadmap.  

Business case creat ion and TCO.  

Technology architecture,  Tool  & Platforms

recommendation.  

C L O U D  N A T I V E  A P P L I C A T I O N  

Cloud Native Appl icat ion,  Architecture,  Design &

Bui ld(12  factor  app) .

Appl icat ion Runtime platform Design,  Integrat ion

& Bui ld .

Appl icat ion Migrat ion(6R methodology)  to  target

cloud p latform.

DevOPs & AGILE development environment

setup,  support  & toolset  integrat ion.

S a a S  S E R V I C E S  

Enterpr ise appl icat ion landscape assessment.  

SaaS strategy consult ing and adoption/migrat ion

roadmap development.  

SaaS implementat ion pract ices with  Platform-

specif ic  and Vert ical-specif ic  competency.  

Ful l  L ifecycle  SaaS Migrat ion,  Integrat ion and

Implementat ion.  

C L O U D  P L A T F O R M  S E R V I C E S  

Cloud IaaS design Integrat ion and

configurat ion.  

Infrastructure Automation Design,

Bui ld  & Integrat ion.  

XaaS enablement through Services

Orchestrat ion Solut ions.  

www.technonix.co.in

®
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Technonix-Trailblazer in providing Services and Support

Services 

sUPPORT

Web Design &

Development

Cloud Services

Development

Network
Support

Server
Support

Customer
Support

Cloud
 Native

SaaS 
Service

Cloud
ConsultingCloud

Platform
Service

Mobile

CMS

SEO

Desktop

What we do?

www.technonix.co.in

Technical
Support

TxTx  ®SERVICES & SUPPORTSERVICES & SUPPORT
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TRANSFER  DESIGN  KNOWLEDGE  

FASTER  WITH  WORKSHOPS  AND  

ASSOCIATED  OUTPUTS

We create a creative, honest and powerful brand strategy for
your application.
 And we make sure it is used to its fullest in the future for
communication, design, and technology.
 As a UX consultant, our first step is always about gaining
understanding & knowledge.
 We dig deep to know everything possible that will help us
craft a better solution.
We help clients find out the differences between their
assumptions and real user expectations and develop a
strategy that satisfies both the user needs and business
goals.
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User Experience is more than a
design. It's a data driven strategy,
understand user objectives, and
treat visual with creative.

FIRST, WE PLAN A POWERFUL BRAND STRATEGY

THEN, WE PROTOTYPE & EXPERIMENT

During the initial stage of UI prototyping, we start a

thorough examination of use cases and incorporate

various testing activities.

WE BUILD, LAUNCH AND MONITOR

UI and UX of the website is an
important factor business
growth and we can assure you
that Technonix infosystem is one
of the best in it ensuring the
optimum UX and UI in each
project.

 Detailed research on the scope and requirements is carried
out to result in the best UI/UX frontend design.

We conduct brainstorming sessions with clients and show
them our existing products to get their feedback.

We design and implement improvements to drive up adoption
     and serve our client’s customers better.

We help our clients make better
versions of themselves through
Defining and researching the UI/UX
required and contender mapping is
one of the primary steps while
designing.

     
We craft aesthetically appealing designs,
monitor and evolve them continuously to
ensure intuitive experience and usability
goals are met.www.technonix.co.in

UI/UXUI/UX
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Our company has rich expertise in most of the current software technologies, from

We offer development teams which are adept at all the latest technologies. Our
developers build secure & scalable software using your preferred technology stack.
We are expertise in delivering high-quality software solutions and services.
With these technologies, we make  Application development extremely interactive and
quick development. Tx provide highly-customized application development services to
empower your business.     
We have highly skilled engineers that have excellent technical knowledge and experience
in today’s software standards, tools, platforms, frameworks, and technologies.
Tx Cloud team help to deliver you an end-to-end solution with powerful AWS & Azure
Services.
Get benefited from the seamless ERP process automation with our end to end
implementation services for present & future.

Angular, VueJS, React, React Native, Node.js, Mongo DB, Php, Ruby, etc. The technology is
enclosed with many languages and frameworks as one list, to build a particular
application.

TECHNOLOGIESTECHNOLOGIES

www.technonix.co.in
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DIGITAL MARKETINGDIGITAL MARKETINGDIGITAL MARKETING
A creative pathway to Approach!

SMM

SMO

SEM

Creating a strong online presence demands more than
a well-optimized website. As more customers and

potential customers spend their time on platforms like
Facebook and Instagram, search engines are assigning

more weight to content shared on these sites.

Search engine marketing are providing ideas to implement
in our marketing mix for brands, Tx helps to manage the
campaigns that will maximize the results of your search

engine by ongoing services.

Digital marketing is overtaking traditional marketing as social media platforms and targeted ads
make it possible to interact with specific audiences in real time. In today’s digital marketplace,
customers not only expect a digital presence but also are more likely to trust a company with a
digital footprint.

Creating a buzz generated through millions of user is
incomparable to any other kind of advertising. Social Media
Optimization thus has a far-reaching and absolute impact.
With more and more people indulging on social network

such as Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn, Tx can increase
your brand exposure and leads

www.technonix.co.in

®

TxTxTx
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Link building

Link building is the practice of

building one-way hyperlinks (also

known as “backlinks”) to a website

with the goal of improving search

engine visibility. 

Website audit

report
SEO Analysis

We continuously

monitor the

effectiveness of our

SEO campaign and send

you traffic and rankings

report on regular basis.

Keywords

Competitive

Analysis Report

Website

Optimization

seo seo 

Review of the  competitiveness of the client’s industry and the

targeted keywords.       

Review of issues related to website usability, website credibility,

websites accessibility, user engagement, legal issues and

suggestions regarding how to fix them Engagement. 

Recommendations for avoiding/fixing negative SEO issues

(keyword stuffing, duplicate contents,

URL canonicalization, hidden text, hidden links, sneaky redirects,

keywords cannibalization etc.)

It provides a list of keywords
that can bring the highest
volume of relevant traffic to the
website along with their search
volume. It also provides
suggestions regarding how
keywords should be used on-
site to attract additionaltraffic.

It provides vital information regarding
competitors like who are your
competitors, which keywords they are
targeting, what are they doing to
attract traffic and links. From where
they have got their backlinks. We also
determine the current ranking
potential of your competitors in search
engines and help in establishing KPIs.

We try to fix all the issues we
have identified during website
audit so that the website works
for the client’s business and it is
able to convert relevant traffic
into sales or leads.

Tx offers you to increase traffic to your website
with our SEO experts to grow your Business
next level. Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is
not a secret tactic now as most
of the businesses have sensed its significance.
Different businesses may have
different requirements. But they all require
exposure in the virtual world.

Tx understands that Search Engine Optimization
is an art and we are up to it all the time, keeping
pace with the changing algorithms of search
engines. We offer the right thrust and energy
boosters that are required for your website
through its intrinsic digital marketing services.

We present SEO services and develop basic
marketing plans, web design services, and give
the most essential plugins which are essential for
your website. 

And If you are looking for SEO service for your
company's website or Brand's Website, you've
come to the right place. We are a skilled group of
experts training in Search Engine Optimization
(SEO). We are applied to getting you on top of
Search Ranking results that you see for.

We provide SEO services for an extensive
collection of competing industries around India.
We have also served with small brands, as well as
small and medium-sized companies. Our SEO
Company  holds in building long-term
relationships with our clients based on given
ideas and progress.

www.technonix.co.in
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  SUPPORTSUPPORT

Centralized Network Monitoring through

NOC Support at offshore.

Use an integrated solution for customers,

under the network domain.

World-Class services provided by expert

Use of standardized process to execute

network operation.

Execution of rigorous quality checks while

resources on the latest technologies.

entering secure systems, to ensure

complainces

Email Support.

Live Chat Support.

Complaint Management.

Customer Loyalty Management.

After-sales Customer Service (Refund,

Return, and Claim processing).

Revenue Management (Billing Support,

Claim Processing, Order Processing).

End-to-end ownership of client infrastructure

thus enabling organizations to focus on

primary business. 

Wide variety of support solutions offered

under one umbrella.      

A Standard quality framework to ensure

streamlined operations.      

Continual services improval plans, executed

by central teams, to ensure increased

customer satisfaction.

S E R V E R  &  N E T W O R K C U S T O M E R

T E C H N I C A L

www.technonix.co.in

®TxTx
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I N F O R M A T I O N  T E C H N O L O G Y  E N A B L E D  S E R V I C E S

Minimum Viable Product                                Software Product Re-engineering Software Product Enhancements

Create a simplified version of your 
product to feel its real value on the
market

Redevelop your product to manage
the load, scalability or emerging
business challenges efficiently

Increase the capabilities of your
existing solution

Our  team develops the minimum viable 
 product you need with a rapid time to 
 market. It allows you to outline your 
 product’s core value proposition,
minimize rework, while reaching out to
your customers.

Our team gets to the bottom of your 
 product to define the core issues
interfering with its normal performance, 
 recommends solutions or relies on your
vision of modifications needed and gets
to work.

Does your product need some  
 enhancements? Do you want its
functionality to go beyond the standards 
 of a platform? Does it require support? To
answer these questions, our services
include customization, integration of third-
party components, deployment of Data 
 Science and ML algorithms and much
more.

Accurate budget estimate
Elaborate prototypes for any detailing
level
Maximum coverage of the features
needed in a short timeframe
Accelerated time to market

Rapid scalability of your team 
Reviewed and thought-out architecture 
Solid domain knowledge 
Detail-focused development

Strong R&D team 
“Dig-deep” approach 
Pay as you go 
Fast implementation through
reasonable allocation of resources

www.technonix.co.in

TxTx
®
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Cloud Enabled ERP &
Customized Products 

99.98% 
Uplink

Custom Application
Development

24/7 Support

www.technonix.co.in

OurOur
ContributionContribution  

in IT/ITES!in IT/ITES!
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Tx-Cloud PMS Tx-Cloud DBMS

Tx-Cloud DMS

Tx-Cloud HRMS

Technonix believes in
providing high-quality
products.
Digitization of businesses is a reality. In a world where
robots are gearing to enter the front-office, enterprises
need to think radically to survive. Focusing on ERP as a tool
to improve operations will no longer suffice. It is here that
Born-in-cloud enterprise solutions are redefining the digital
backbone of organizations that are keen to innovate and
succeed in a volatile, uncertain, and complex market.

Tx-CloudTx-Cloud
ProductsProducts

Tx-Cloud WMS Tx-Cloud FMS

www.technonix.co.in

®
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Tx-Cloud WMSTx-Cloud WMS
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Technonix specializes in warehouse management systems to make
you more efficient. Technonix delivers class-leading warehouse
management solutions to customers in a range of industries
including B2C and B2B retail, third-party logistics, manufacturing,
food and beverage, electronics, and electrical. Offering a range of
deployment methods and payment options, including our unique No
Capex model, whatever your warehousing challenge, Technonix has a
solution.

Increase productivity

Support Growth

Improve Customer 
Service

Tx-Cloud WMS delivers class-leading warehouse
management solutions to customers.

www.technonix.co.in

Faster Implementation

Enterprise grade
infrastructure

®
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Central control of all
your warehouses

STREAMLINE YOUR
ACCOUNTING
Remove the hassle of accounting data entry.
Integrating seamlessly with accounting apps like Xero
and QuickBooks. Tx-Cloud WMS does the hard work for
you – automatically creating entries and syncing
invoices, bills, payments, and more, straight to the app
in a single click.

GAIN TRUE COST
CALCULATIONS
Run your business on actual accounting costing methods
for true cost calculations. Tx-Cloud WMS uses FIFO methods,
as well as catering for inventory and serial/batch numbers
and expiry dates – so you can store unique items and track
inventory sales to specific end customers.

BENEFIT FROM POWERFUL
REPORTING
Export valuable financial reports at any time. Tx-Cloud WMS
makes it simple to access the financial information you need via
a comprehensive reporting module. When you need to know
product figures, simply view and export the relevant balance
sheets and profit and loss statements.

GET FINANCIAL DATA IN
REAL TIME
Access the financial information you need, as soon as
you need it. With Tx-Cloud WMS, every transaction
across all your sales channels is synced immediately,
providing you with an accurate view of your business
financials in real-time.

Manage stock across multiple storehouses with Tx-Cloud
WMS. Transfer products across your warehouses based on

demand.

www.technonix.co.in

Cutting-Edge Software that is built to scale

360 Degree View of Operations

Broad Range of Integrations

Seamless Support & Approvals

Works on All Your Favourite Devices

Whether you operate a one-location business or a multi-
store conglomerate, our software, and solutions will always
support  your departmental, location and inventory growth.
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COMPREHENSIVE REPORTS WITH
IN-DEPTH INSIGHTS
Built to offer you complete transparency, our integrated reporting
tracks every transaction and provides you with up-to-date insights
into your business’s health.

Monitors Every Transaction

Fully Customizable To Your Needs

Provides Powerful Insights

Available to Export & Share

Smart Warehouses Using IoT

Enables real time visibility.

Facilitates integration between systems to
enable a more seamless supply chain.

Enables performance measurement and
monitoring so that malfunctions can be detected.

Can monitor days to expiration of goods, useful
for preventing spoilage, and waste.

Supply forecasting - which analyses supplier data to
determine product quantities, and dates of
availability.
Demand forecasting - which analyses customer data to
determine purchasing patterns, and customer
behaviour.

Purchase Orders Invoices Reports

Transfer ordersBills Sales orders

Price forecasting - which takes into account supply,
demand, and external factors such as weather to
determine the cost of goods throughout the supply
chain.

www.technonix.co.in
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Technonix Cloud FMS is an innovative big data-driven Fleet
Management and IoT platform that is trusted by many customers
across the globe. Our aim is to be an Improvised, User-friendly &
Global hardware-agnostic platform that can fit into any of the 
 Fleet management or IoT hardware ecosystems.

Tx-Cloud FMSTx-Cloud FMS
Tx-Cloud FMS is an innovative Big Data-driven Fleet
Management and IoT Platform.

www.technonix.co.in

Predictive 
Maintenance

Asset Tracking

Alert Notification

Fuel Management

Sensor Monitor

Trip Management

®
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We have some awesome
features to Rank Your Business

ALERT NOTIFICATION
Intelligent alert notification for proactive Fleet
Management Approach.

SENSOR MONITOR
Monitoring and Managing your IoT Sensors.

TRIP MANAGEMENT
Intelligent Trip and Attendance Management.

Fleet Management comprises the target-oriented, Optimal planning, supervision and control of the fleet operations based
on the available resources, considering internal, and external influencing factors. A special focus is on the integration of
organizational processes with modern information systems. We, Technonix Infosystem, thrive to provide solutions for
better understanding and sustainability with regular updations.

ASSET TRACKING
Explore the possibilities for safe & efficient driving by
Monitoring.

PREDICTIVE MANAGEMENT
Predictive algorithm, DTC alert and Maintenance.

Understand the true cost of running your fleet and
increase profitability. Track total costs, cost-per-mile,

asset utilization and gain.

www.technonix.co.in

FMS working plan:

Management User

Super Admin

Admin

Inventory Management User

Vehicle Management System has 8 types of user
management system. Every single user access has limited
and super admin can manage all user. Here are the
following access panel and user role:

FUEL MANAGEMENT
Monitor and Manage the fuel efficiency of the fleet.

Account Management User
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IoT integration helps in track shipments, optimize
delivery and shipping routes, and cut costs associated
with inefficiencies in logistics. IoT powered GPS
tracking systems that have made it possible to
manage the fleet business without any human to
human interaction. An IoT based device can monitor
driver behavior, the engine idles, start, and stop time.
The integrated GPS tracking system in transport
management software offers live tracking of fleets
with a visual picture of truck location with freight
details. Using Tx-Cloud FMS, fleet managers can track
all such data through embedded sensors and work
with the drivers to improve fuel efficiency.

FLEET MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Tx-Cloud FMS is an innovative big data-driven Fleet Management and
IoT platform that is trusted by many customers across the globe. Our
aim is to be an Improvised, User-friendly & Global hardware-agnostic
platform that can fit into any of the Fleet management or IoT
hardware ecosystems.

Optimize Operations with real-time vehicle tracking
and work visualization.

Maximize fleet efficiency and utilization with reporting and
analytics.

Improve safety with driver behavior monitoring.

IoT Integration

USER APP

Vehicle Module

License ExpiryFuel Log

Job Card

Insurance

Driver Module GPS Tracking

DRIVER APP

GPS Tracking with Route Playback - Track the real-time location of
the vehicle, making it traceable during exigencies.

Trip Video Recording - Records time-lapse video of inside or outside
view when the vehicle is in motion.

High Noise Level Alert - Alerts the owner when the driver plays loud
music leading to distractions.

2-Way Calling - Call the driver through the app and talk to him even
if his phone is out of battery.

In-Vehicle Alarms - The driver gets audio alarms inside the vehicle
whenever he breaches any set parameters e.g. speed limit, sound
level, etc.

Alerts on Mobile - Alerts on user's phone whenever the
vehicle over speeds, an unknown driver is behind the
wheels, and many more, ensuring a safe commute.www.technonix.co.in

Implement proactive vehicle maintenance with direct
vehicle bus integration.

http://technonix.co.in/Home.html


Tx-Cloud DMSTx-Cloud DMS

Technonix Cloud DMS distribution management system is a software
solution that enables enterprises to improve their distribution
system, keep track of all of their business activities in a prompt and
easy way, optimize their sales system through retail outlets, keep
their distribution channels and sales staff under control, minimize
risks, increase business performance and maximize profitability. With
Technonix Cloud DMS solution, enterprises can grasp market
situation to design and implement proper policies. 
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Tx-Cloud DMS is a software solution that enables
enterprises to improve their distribution system.

 Improve 
customer 
satisfaction
while minimizing cost 

www.technonix.co.in

 Reduce order times 

Know Where Your
Business Is

Faster 
Implementation 

Know your true costs

®
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Tx-Cloud DMS
Our application designed to monitor & control the

entire distribution network efficiently and reliably. It
assist align business processes and ease their SCP. It

also enforces a significant amount of efficiency
improvements through the automated distribution

process.

Our software solution that enables enterprises to improve their distribution system, keep track of all of their
business activities in a prompt and easy way, optimize their sales system through retail outlets, keep their
distribution channels and sales staff under control, minimize risks, increase business performance and maximize
profitability.

INVENTORY
A key function of our inventory management is to keep
a detailed record of each new or returned product as it
enters or leaves a warehouse or point of sale.

ORDER
Tx-cloud DMS allows the retailer to add, modify &
cancel with the distributor being in the loop. This
feature connects the systems utilized by various parties
involved in processing the orders.

LEDGER
Our product use canned and custom reports to gain
the right insights. It helps to monitor the health of your
business reports in real-time.

CRM
Tx-cloud DMS automatically syncs all your contacts,
orders, and help you manage financial data without
breaking a sweat.

www.technonix.co.in

WHAT WE DO?
Available on cloud based application

Provides easy accessibility, usability, management & control

Improved customer satisfaction while reduce cost

Integrates with existing meters & system

CART
Get real-time shipping rates and in-transit details of
major shipping carriers and choose a shipping partner
for your business, wisely.

SALES
Grow your business by efficiently managing your
increasing sales force, locations, brands, and
distribution network with Tx-cloud DMS.

Helps better energy planning with pre-
defined targets
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WHY Tx-Cloud-DISTRIBUTION
MANAGEMENT?
Distribution Application allows you to penetrate new markets, maintain
customer loyalty, and improve your ability to serve your existing
customers. With the Distribution Management System, the TRAVERSE
ERP suite will help you make informed buying and selling decisions,
improve customer service, save money, and ensure future profitability.

Rapid Distribution

Know your true costs

IoT Integration

Suppliers

CRMSales

Inventory

Ledger

Purchase Order Order Management

Authenticate the location of goods at any time.

Track speed of movement and when goods will arrive.

Monitor storage conditions of raw materials and
products.

Streamline the problematic movement of goods.

Early identification of issues with goods getting lost or
delayed.

Easier supply and demand planning as stakeholders
know when they can expect to receive and process
goods.

www.technonix.co.in

Reduce Cost

Reduce order times

http://technonix.co.in/Home.html
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PMS system to simplify all your hotel operations. Technonix is a
highly flexible and feature-rich cloud-based property management
system. Bringing together all the strength of cloud technology and
value-added features, it simplifies hotel operations while helping you
utilize every opportunity to boost hotel revenue.

Tx-Cloud PMS is a highly flexible and feature-rich cloud-
based property management system.

Tx-Cloud PMSTx-Cloud PMS

2 way
synchronization 
with online
booking system

www.technonix.co.in

Online
Hospitality 
management 

Booking from 
your site

 Reliable data storage 

24/7 Support 

®
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Tx-Cloud PMS

OWNER/CLIENT PORTAL
Invite your clients to view progress, see bookings, and
mark dates unavailable.

MULTI-CALENDAR
Uplisting automatically imports bookings from all of
your channels. The Uplisting calendar is the only one
you need.

AUTOMATION TOOLS
Automate guest messaging, auto-respond to inquiries,
discount pricing, payment processing, and more.

GUEST PAYMENTS
Uplisting can automatically validate credit cards and
take payment for your premises.

Stay up-to-date about all aspects of your business
without the hassle of manually running your reports.

www.technonix.co.in

PMS Benefits

Better Overview

Increased Revenues

Less Effort

UNIFIED INBOX
Always know which messages require responses, how
urgent they are and which ones have been dealt with.
Save common replies to streamline your responses.

TEAM ACCESS
Invite your teammates to manage one or more of your
listings.

PMS system to simplify all your hotel operations. Technonix is a highly flexible and feature-rich cloud-based property
management system.

Easy Access
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STAY UP-TO-DATE ABOUT ALL
ASPECTS OF YOUR BUSINESS
WITHOUT THE HASSLE OF
MANUALLY RUNNING YOUR
REPORTS

Add your bookings and blocked periods easily

Statistics on occupancy and revenues

Special Features

Cost-efficiency as you don’t have to travel from one
location to another, and visit the property to handle
the problems. You can do it even from a remote
location.

Spare yourself from stress and frustration.

Centrally manage all devices via cloud connectivity.

Equipped with an extensive IoT system, Save big on
damages that may otherwise be caused due to water
leaks, security break-ins, fire, etc.

Tx-Cloud PMS empowers multi-property owners by
saving them time and money through seamless smart
system automation, remote monitoring, and
experience add-ons.

A dashboard providing everything you need

All bookings in one central list

Tasks

ReportWork Orders

Viewings

Documents

Tenancies Property Details

www.technonix.co.in

Connect your existing web address
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Manage, collaborate, and interact with your data without ever writing
a single line of code. You can now create a powerful, professional,
and potential-full database  web app in minutes to help your business
achieve the potential it deserves. Our commitment is  your  app, your
control. As you'll see, what drives Technonix and all its features is the
underlying ability to give you full control over all aspects of your
application.
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Tx-Cloud DBMS Manage, collaborate, interact with your
data without writing a single line of code.

www.technonix.co.in

Accelerate 
your productivity

Custom Dashboards

Integrations

Collaborations

®
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Real-time data at your fingertips
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Run Big Data analytics in a fraction of a second,
alongside high-speed transactions, by

eliminating predefined aggregates, materialized
views, and data duplication.

Manage, collaborate, and interact with your data without ever writing a single line of code. You can now create a powerful
web app in minutes.

CUMULUS SOCIETY
Love Nature

SCALABILITY AND AVAILABILITY
Handle a huge volume of workload or expand in response to
an increased demand for database access.

FAST QUERYING
Tx-Cloud DBMS allows you to achieve faster, more
efficient and credible database queries.

OPTIMIZED STORAGE
Data-optimization capabilities help you to manage
data growth, maximizing utilization of resources while
reducing management complexity.

LOGGING AND AUDITING.
When logged in to Tx-Cloud DBMS that enables DBAs to
track the use of database resources and authority.

Why  DBMS?

BETTER PERFORMANCE
Gain insights for improving your decision-making to
complete.

DATA SECURITY.
Minimize risk, protect sensitive data. Protect and secure
your data from illegitimate use and malicious threats
and attacks with our product.

Choose the best database deployment, model.
Understand the differences between various database
deployment models, so that you can choose the best
option for your business. In that way, Tx-Cloud DBMS
will be your choice always.

www.technonix.co.in
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Extend the value of your data by integrating your Adabas
data to a multitude of business intelligence, big data and
artificial intelligence platforms. Combine business data,
such as customer records, and IT operations data, such
as database logs, with other data sources to optimize
your analytical results.

You no longer need to worry about database
management tasks such as hardware provisioning,
software patching, setup, configuration, or backups. Tx-
Cloud DBMS automatically and continuously monitors
and back up your database, enabling granular point-in-
time recovery.

DELIVER TRUSTED DATA IN REAL
TIME, ANYWHERE

Easily Connect To Analytics Platforms

Tx-Cloud DBMS is Fully Managed

Sales target

CallsAssign Data

Clients

Documents

Leads Emails

www.technonix.co.in

Bring the power of Tx-Cloud DBMS to the cloud to increase
elasticity, availability, and resilience, while leveraging serverless
principles and simplifying administration.

®
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Special Features

Cloud based archives
Never worry about losing data anymore, as all the data is
getting stored securely on the cloud.

Support of multiple data types and
languages
Choose from NoSQL, pureXML, Graph and JSON. Build in
Java, .Net, Ruby, Python, Perl and more.

High performance
Gain enhanced performance with in-memory technology,
storage optimization and workload management.

Fast to deploy
Get Tx-Cloud DBMS up and running on your laptop within
minutes, and start building applications quickly with a full
featured database.

Advanced protection
Benefit from built-in native encryption with enterprise
key management.

www.technonix.co.in
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Technonix HRMS provide a comprehensive solution to help your
business reduce costs, improve compliance and get the best out of 
 your most important asset: your employees. Selecting a HRMS to
handle HR activities is a trademark of the modern company, there are   
few successful companies in any industry that do not have some sort  
of automation in place for HR tasks at this juncture. Mobile
accessibility has further worked to transform the landscape of HR,
putting information and task management at the fingertips of 
 employees and managers. Technonix HRMS has helped to effectively  
break down bureaucracy and “flatten” many organizations.
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Tx-Cloud HRMS provides a comprehensive solution to
help your business reduce costs.

Leave 
Management
System

www.technonix.co.in

Analytics and 
Reporting

Time and Attendance

Statutory Compliance

Employee Self Service

Payroll

®
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Streamline your HR processes

MANAGE EMPLOYEES
EFFECTIVELY
Managing employees, and doing it
effectively, is a challenge for many small
business owners. Tx-Cloud HRMS Focus on
clarity, accuracy and consistently helps in
driving the employees to work harder or
more efficiently.

ACCURATE
STATUTORY REPORTS
Statutory reporting is the mandatory
submission of financial and non-financial
information of every organization. Tx-Cloud
HRMS Financial reporting process, ensuring
complete accuracy and making
comprehensive data analysis easy.

FAST PAYROLL PROCESSING
Tx-Cloud DBMS allows you to achieve faster, more
efficient and credible database queries.

www.technonix.co.in

Effortless Payroll Management

Bring all your HR activities under one roof. Technonix People comprehensive design bridges the gap between
management and employees by simplifying all routine HR processes. Delve into the specifics of departments,
designations, and locations in seconds. Do more in minutes with your HRMS.

Create, configure, and automate leave types for quick
requests and easy approval. Track your employee leave
and maintain records across departments for easy
payroll calculation. Be it sick leave or a team vacation,
lay the rules beforehand and approve on the move.

Technonix HRMS provide a comprehensive
solution to help your business reduce costs,
improve compliance and get the best out of
your most important asset: your employees.
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Generate precise reports and measure data, whether it's for
sales, growth, or attrition. Find patterns, analyze trends, and
translate them into strategies to solve problems as they occur.
Visualize data with ease, and make calculated and informed
decisions with an analytical HRMS.

Consumers have the ability to converse with devices
across multiple touchpoints and services. Employees will
soon be able to experience and interact with devices,
platforms, and services across the workplace that will
change the way they engage with software.

REPORTS THAT SPEAK VOLUMES
Enhancing the Customer

Experience with IoT

Recruitment

The process of identifying and hiring the  candidate for a job.

Recruitment

TravelAnnouncements

Payroll

Employee

Attendence

www.technonix.co.in

Leave Management

Keep track of the number of  leaves an  employee takes.

Announcement

To help the organisations in managing their official 
announcements.

Travel
Raising requests for travel expenses of employee  and
keep tracking of them.
Attendence

Tracking the amount of time  worked by an employee.

Employee Database

Payroll
Automate payroll calculations for wages, bonuses & other
compensations.

Maintaining information of all  employee in an
organisation.
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Tx-Cloud
WMS

FMCG

ElectronicsFinance

Education

Travel

Retail

Manufacturing

Hospitality

Education

Hotel

Apartments

Online
Shopping

Institutes

Passenger
Transit

Automotive

Real Estate

Banking
Industry      FOCUSEDFOCUSED

INDUSTRIESINDUSTRIES
In order to provide the most
appropriate business solutions
and advice, a client needs to
deeply understand all the issues
surrounding a client’s business.
As a full IT service, our expertise
is covering a variety of sectors.
Our particular presence and
experience are included but not
limited to the following areas.

Tx-Cloud 
DMS

Tx-Cloud
 PMS

Tx-Cloud
HRMS

Tx-Cloud 
FMS

Tx-Cloud
DBMS

Transportation &
Logistics

Tx-Cloud

Products

www.technonix.co.in

TxTx
®

®
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PartnersPartners  

www.technonix.co.in
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OUR GLOBAL PRESENCEOUR GLOBAL PRESENCE

www.technonix.co.in

Canada

USA

UK & Ireland

India Malaysia

www.technonix.co.in
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+91 90800 95906

sales@technonix.co.in

info@technonix.co.in

THANKS!THANKS!

No.3, First Cross Street, Thirumurugan Nagar, Porur, Chennai-600116, TN, INDIA.

Any Questions?

You can find us at 

www.technonix.co.in

. ..

®

Technonix Infosystem Pvt Ltd.
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